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The Ontology of the Experiential: What’s involved in an act of objectivity?
If we do not have a ready answer to the question in the title then the implications are truly
profound. We are starting to unravel the data structures and dynamic of information exchange
taking place within phenomenal field that together contribute much of our sense of vision. We have
created a new form of illusionary space based on perceptual structure that unsurprisingly has little
to do with the projection of optics. This new form of illusionary space has been termed VisionSpace as opposed to picture space and we believe that it has profound implications for our
understanding of the core proposition.
Our eyes and brain have evolved and been fashioned over millions of years in response to some of
the fundamental forces of the universe together with the specialist conditions that exist here on
earth. The sophistications of the visual system and our overall experiential awareness of the
environment that allows us to operate with such efficiency and purpose are quite naturally well in
advance of the recording devices and information presentation systems we have so recently
created. These devices now stand in for ‘us’ in many situations and their output and records are
willingly accepted as being directly meaningful to us despite being non-perceptual in their
configurations. The process of us looking at their output or statistically derived ‘results’ following
exposure to them a ‘stimuli’ does not make them perceptual. The design of our information
systems ensures that they act as filters. It should be clear that we should not defer the
responsibility for our phenomenological relationship with the real to instrumentation that we create
as it is by default dependent on our knowledge and technical base at any one given moment in
time. Doing so will ultimately lead to limitations that are likely to include inefficiencies,
inconsistencies and misconceptions. For example, it is logical to assume that over immersion in
virtual environments will not fully engage the perceptual system with its capacity to deliver
experiential reality. It is logical to envisage that in extreme circumstances over immersion in nonperceptually structured virtual environments could well lead to neural redundancy within the
perceptual system of the observer.
From intuitive study of the phenomenon of vision it appears that the processes of dealing with light
falling on the retina fires-up key structures within our perceptual system responsible for visual
awareness and that these processes are likely to dictate the terms under which other senses are
integrated. Other ecologies, such as sound leading to audition, are also segmented, developed into
cues that are then posted into a perceptual structure that we as a biological system generate. In
response to the complexities involved in dealing with a constant cascade of chaotic micro particles
or electromagnetic field or radiance (we will use light array) entering the eyes we, like most
animals, have developed a specialised perceptual structure through which we then make sense of
the real physical objects and surfaces set out in front of us (real settings/environment) according to
our ecological niche (how we need to interact with the world). The last part of the previous
sentence is highly significant. Over time our embodiment in the world influences the neural circuitry
and fashions how we deal with light input and even what we take from it. Vision is not a one-way
process of projection. Conversely, it would follow that over immersion in artificial environments that
affect what can be taken from input and hence developed by our perceptual systems could over
time, adversely fashion perceptual circuitry leading to atypical formations of perceptual structure.
It is an undertaking of some importance to understand these relationships. As vision is the most
complex sense it’s essential to gain a working understanding of phenomenal field, its layout, the
compositions of presentations and data structures. The task of breaking into our visual percept in
ways where intuitive or subjective records can be meaningfully realised to provide stimuli suitable
for empirical examination and evaluation processes, requires a combination of specialist skills for
which we can turn to the intuitive records of key visual artists coupled with informed use of psychophysical methodologies. By careful teamwork it should be possible to authenticate the veracity or
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otherwise of direct reports from the experiential and to feed information back into a developing
understanding of perceptual structure.
Some factors:
Why is photographic record unconnected with the phenomenon of vision?
Having stated the case for a phenomenological approach to understanding vision what takes place
at the retina has driven the evolution of the eye, visual process, the structure of the brain and the
phenomenological nature of awareness1. The mind mediates these processes selecting the cues
for presentation within the controlled hallucination of vision. Reality in this sense is a
mental/cognitive game played by us (the perceiving organism), it does not manifest within a rock
and does not occur to a camera. The rock is physically real in the macro sense but that’s a
different state of existence altogether to that of perceptual reality. The camera doesn’t capture
reality it projects light onto a plate or diodes in a way entirely dictated by its design, namely the
conceptual understanding and intent of the instrument’s designer, it’s demonstrably just a one way
mechanism. In this sense there is nothing less experientially real than the ‘realism’ being the ironic
title we have given to the records these devices provide. These instruments have nothing in
common with even the physiology of the eye let alone the neural activity of the visual system and
so we should be quite unsurprised that their output doesn’t align with respect to our perceived
sense of vision (phenomenal field). A superficial relationship between camera output and
experiential reality is provided courtesy of the picture-taker and how the instrumentation is used by
its operator but this does not extend to the generic data structures involved in the record itself
(fundamental optics). There is no information structure blur in vision, no motion blur, no depth of
field, no pictures, no picture frames, no frames per-second and no binocular fusion taking place as
there aren’t any pictures to call up in order to fuse. Vision is entirely non-photographically
rendered. Surprisingly perhaps, there is some analogy between the scale of operation of the eye
and that of the particle accelerators, where the outcomes of impacts from micro particles are
analyzed for what they can tell us. The retina is a membrane bridging the macro and micro
domains and it plays a critical role in the phenomenological nature of vision, the camera does not.

Fig 1. We as a biological system generate the phenomenon of vision
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Vision is essentially a diagnostic processes involving the perceiver as a macro body, free moving
micro particles and the real macro setting. The relationship we form from the real is essentially
‘indirect’ with respect to real objects but ‘direct’ with respect to the micro scale of operation. It is
imperative that we understand what occurs at the retina where the micro quantum scale of activity
translates to classical scale neural activity, the so-called micro/macro divide. Within the
phenomenon of vision there are no lines, edges or form until we have generated (and in some
senses selected) the cues to draw them to awareness in order that these conceptual appreciations
can develop. These considerations are deduced from the process, they are not there in the input
data, they are not direct transpositions of the real. Cezanne reflects this in his work where the lines
denoting the edges of apples are the last marks made, not the first. However, within the
phenomenon of vision there appears to be an implicit form of spatial awareness that is prior-to
cognitive assessment. This data- potential does appear to be derived from the light array.
Experientially there appears to be a duality of data-potentials operational within phenomenal field.
A relationship between philosophy and physics
The ancient Eastern philosophers2 contemplated the nature of reality and in many ways ended up
with apparent overlays with the nature of quantum mechanical (QM) reality. This is not in our view
limited to just the complementary relationship suggested by Fritjof Capra in The Tao of Physics,
they are linked. Indeed this form of duality would challenge ‘complementarity’ set out in the
Copenhagen agreement. Visual artists working from still life find through their intuitive records
(paintings and drawings) that phenomenal field is watermarked with QM like ‘reality’ issues but
don’t then take this forwards to make the linkages through to other disciplines. The experiential has
not interfaced with 3rd party objectivity. For the artist it is enough that the painting ‘works’ and the
quest then becomes to dig deeper into the subjective encounter to increase the saliency of the next
painting. The work is carried out within the experiential encounter. The visual artist doesn’t tend to
contemplate or conceptualise the nature of processes themselves and how they might align with
scientific investigations.3 Where creative practitioners moot these linkages between QM and
intuitive depictions of perceptual reality, the tendency is to simply cut-and-paste or collage in a
rather superficial manner leading to consternation more than communication! Such activity leads to
notions where the whole physical macro realm becomes just an extension of the reality issues
encountered by the creative practitioner and the physicists. This then suggests that we generate
the world out there as we look at it leading to the unfortunate conclusion that nothing exists except
the mental state (mind) a position synonymous with solipsism. As David Deutsch points out in The
Fabric of Reality, while this position may be logically consistent in that it can’t be approached to be
disproved, it manifestly fails to measure up to the world we encounter. There is of course a division
in the form of a membrane, the retina, between the micro and macro reality that’s being
overlooked. From the special conditions at this membrane we form a relationship with the real the
substantiation of which has been the unofficial task of the visual artist for centuries. In order to get
some handles on these constraints and possibilities we have to initially study:
1. The records of leading visual artists who are embedded in the experiential reality of the visual
percept. Their records contain flashes of the perceptual structure lying behind the phenomenon of
vision. Their artwork depicts not just ‘what’s’ in the world but also ‘how’ we perceive it. They
provide critical but non-conceptualised, insight into what’s actually involved in us being objective.4
2. The results from sympathetic well-posed psychophysical experimentation based on intuitive
records and the systems of media generation developed from them (perceptual technologies). It is
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This is a generic term referring to Eastern philosophy and it does not take into account the differences between Indian and Chinese
approaches
Conceptual art is not visual art under this demarcation. The visual artist is immersed in experiential reality and does not report back
from the encounter. The artist manifests the encounter.
4
Language is broadly left hemisphere construct designed to operate in support of the conceptual realm
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always necessary to first assess the experimental conditions under which the data was collected to
assess the degree of compliance with the embedded nature of experiential encounter.
This leads us to look closely at:
3. The retina where light and the data potential it carries about the physical real settings are
converted into data streams (visual pathways). There are of course other feeds into this process
(emotional state, past experience, memory etc) but they are beyond the scope of this paper.
Substantiating ‘how’ we see starts to establish ways in which to register important aspects of the
subjective content of vision. What exactly is the perceiver’s share? You can’t actually take us (the
perceiver) out of the act of observation at any scale, as the subjective content is crucial to the
realisation of the content (the base information within the light array). The subject ‘realises’ the
data potentials and from them we generate the phenomenon. It can be clearly argued that it’s
meaningless to attempt to take the subject out of an act of observation. It is theoretically counter
productive to conceptualise from the notional de-contextualised 3rd party position without
understanding how to account for the deficit that approach will impose. It is this ‘deficit’ that is
encountered by science in the form of the so-called measurement problem. To account for the
deficit we have to first explore and then understand the core conditions under which perceptual
structure manifests. 3rd party observation is likely to marry with the mathematical requirement for ‘i’
5
because they share the same ontological approach, but what is ‘i’?

Phenomenology – the experiential ontology
As a fusion of vision science and visual art around the definition of perceptual structure, VisionSpace is rooted in phenomenology. Heidegger proposed that our sense of being precedes any
notions of how or in what manner any particular being or beings exist, it is pre-conceptual, nonpropositional, and hence pre-scientific. Prof. Jan Koenderink articulates that the main problem
seems to be that most people (especially scientists) get their ontology mixed up. Vision is prior to
science. Our understanding, experiential reality, is necessarily rooted in phenomenology rather
than in physics but through our penetration of perceptual structure we are eventually required to
reconsider theoretical positions within in the domain of physics. Phenomenologist Merleau-Ponty
states in The Primacy of Perception that; “Science manipulates things and gives up living in them.
It makes its own limited models of things; operating upon these indices or variables to effect
whatever transformations are permitted by their definition, it comes face to face with the real world
only at rare intervals.”

Vision-Space, the technology, the stimuli and scope of application
Vision-Space is in its earliest iteration, a fusion of the latest thinking of visual artists and
computational vision scientists working with the experiential ontological approach. Within this
context they overlay easily, which is unsurprising as we are studying the same thing, the fabric of
visual reality and our place within it (the perceiver’s share). Perceptual Technologies (the
companion grouping to ERA within The Perceptual Awareness Centre http://pacentre.org) have
developed a software package that can take optical record and transform that together with
additional source data from the real setting into Vision-Space media. Vision-Space media is
considered to align with the fundamentals of our perceptual structure in that it models visual
awareness.6 Having created the new system of presentation we can set about empirically testing
the stimuli produced to deepen our understanding of the issues involved.7
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Complex numbers as opposed to real numbers
The source code is available under license for non-commercial development from PAC www.pacentre.org
7
Initial psychophysical testing of VS stimuli is being conducted at Cardiff Metropolitan University by researcher Joe Baldwin. Research
at Cardiff University on a Real-Time version of the VS software is subject to research grant approval, Dr Frank Langbein.
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Vision-Space, also appears in some respects to overlay the various cognitive architectures8 that
themselves feed from neuroscience. At a practical coding level Vision-Space also requires input
from computer science and informatics to establish a truly robust academic programming
architecture. We understand that once fully operational, Vision-Space has the potential to
transform all forms of information display. A real-time Vision-Space capability performing in line
with what is known about perceptual structure should enable us to understand and model what’s
involved in an act of observation. The understandings involved in the production of a Vision-Space
engine should find applications across multiple industries and within our investigations into the
nature of reality at all scales.

Visual art and the experiential:
What does intuitive record imbedded in the experiential, reveal about our
relationship with the real?
Consider this distinction between 'pictures' and 'images' that vision scientist Prof Jan Koenderink
articulates in the following abridged quote:
“Picture being: a real representation, an ordered record, such as a video-signal, a photograph, an
activity pattern in a neural structure. The order of the picture is purely conventional and exists only
with respect to an external agent…. And Images: always contain more than pictures because the
whole structure of the receiver (a lifetime’s experience) is summed up in them.”
Understanding the nature of perceptual structure requires us to study the actual phenomenon of
vision as it occurs to us. Phenomenal field is generated by the perceiver and is closer in nature to a
controlled hallucination than it is to optical projection. Historically, it’s the visual artists who have
taken the time to appreciate, evaluate and represent the actual composition and structure of vision.
Many years ago now and as a practicing artist, I wrote the following paragraph that still stands its
ground:
"By direct marking, artists open up certain aspects of visual perception. In some respect, in
intuitive record from life study there are no base assumptions. If you make a mark, then
another, then another you are not taking a picture, you are recording facets of visual
perception. Recording 'how' as well as 'what' we see. One mark may correspond to one
projection of conscious vision, then previously suppressed information may be responsible
for the next. If you learn to organise these projections, understand their characteristics, how
the brain tends to use them and the intent that drives them, you are working 'within' visual
perception”
This process of engagement has in the past been typically classed as ‘subjective’ and therefore
inadmissible by science but this position is under active reconsideration in many quarters as the
theoretical positions of other disciplines have become through necessity more expansive and more
inclusive. The requirement for active engagement with experiential practitioners like visual artists
and performers has been posed in various publications including those of Evan Thompson and
Alva Noe9.
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http://act-r.psy.cmu.edu/, http://www.cogsci.rpi.edu/~rsun/clarion.html

http://utoronto.academia.edu/EvanThompson, http://socrates.berkeley.edu/~noe/an_bio.html
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Fig 2. The Blue Vase, 1889–1890
Paul Cézanne, Oil on Canvas
Musée d'Orsay, París, France

Looking at the picture of Cézanne's image The Blue Vase above - Fig.1 - you will notice that it
does not follow the principles of central perspective; the vase is asymmetric, the plate behind the
vase presents two separate ellipses and the front edge of table tilts up towards the right of the
image. Yet the overall effect when looking at the centre of the vase hip is of a vibrant, alive
presentation of visual engagement; it is an 'image'.

Fig 3. Still Life Orange, by the
author

If you look at the painting by Jupe Still life with oranges - fig. 2 you will discover similar artifacts as
you move your fixation around the painting. These artifacts actually appear within our sense of
vision but in such a way that we both remain unaware of them (do not attend to them directly) while
at the same time taking the advantages the juxtapositions bestow. They would appear to be part of
a covert system of saliency and awareness development. In a 2D presentation of phenomenal field
(intuitive record) we are able to explore the nature of the artifacts resulting from perceptual
structure in a way that would not otherwise be possible. The ability to move our task orientated
central vision into areas presenting peripheral vision and its interface with macular vision identifies
artifacts that initially look awkward or deformed. Notice the double reference on the lid to the left
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and to the blue bottle on the right. If you attend to the designated fixation on the largest orange the
deformations disappear and are actually ‘used’ by the observer to enhance the saliency of the
depicted scene. We create the saliency of vision as much as we detect it. The still life set-ups can
be seen as ‘experimentally controlled environments’, deliberately devised to appreciate and record
in isolation from other concerns, aspects of perceptual structure. The resulting paintings present a
new type of stimuli.
With the onset of digital media and a clear understanding of the fundamentals involved these
insights can be reproduced in photographic media - see fig.3. The designated fixation is on the
label of the bottle. The top example is the original photograph, a ‘picture’. In the second ‘image’
once fixation is moved from the bottle label its possible to discover and encounter the deformations
that are contributing to the increased saliency. Unfortunately it’s not possible here to enter into a
full description of all the transforms involved in the Vision-Space process but many of these are
contained in Representing the Underlying Structure of Vision in images, John Jupe ERA 2005
(revised 2014).

Fig 4. Still Life,
Top, Original picture (photograph)
Bottom, transformed monocular Vision-Space image
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Vision-Space theory & ExpD
The principles or processes involved in the creation of Vision-Space together with the
accompanying theory of vision developed over thirty years of independent work effort (1980’s2010) by Jupe also take into account critical insights (and support) provided by Prof. Koenderink’s
work with respect to the computational nature of peripheral vision.10 The Vision-Space theory and
resulting technology developed from an extended series of still life paintings involving intuitive
evaluation of the stimuli produced. Conducted thoughtfully and carefully but without preconception,
this iterative process is capable of manifesting aspects of our relationship with the real. The
process involves eye exercises to isolate individual facets of visual awareness qualified and
extended by background research establishing links and associations across, visual art, visual
science, philosophy and neuroscience. A natural consequence of this activity involved a fresh
appraisal of works by key artists including, Turner, Chardin, Cézanne, Degas, Van Gogh,
Modigliani, Bonnard and Bacon. There is a reason why the works of these artists (and others) are
so highly valued and continue to fascinate us. There is ‘meaning’ contained in the aesthetic that
lies beyond our current conceptual understanding. Once an understanding has been formulated
(has entered conceptual understanding) it becomes possible to discern a clear lineage to the
growing awareness that the discipline of painting imparts. Until Vision-Space technology these
intuitive records were the only examples of 2D representation to interact with the viewer at this
level of perceptual engagement. Art historians interested in quantifying the aesthetic appeal would
consult mainstream vision science and adopt the discipline’s prevailing ontology to rule out the
connection or validity of the intuitive process with respect to the phenomenon of vision.
One-way of approaching the unique aspects of Vision-Space is to consider that it articulates a
unique form of 3D that’s not on the familiar 1, 2, 3D curve. It establishes a new category of
experiential 3D, ExpD, where we can move from ‘virtual’ reality based on optical (picture) output to
an ‘experiential’ reality that factors the perceiver into the presentations. Vision-Space is a true
‘imaging’ system, its not attempting to make pictures 3D, its replacing the structure of picture
space. Phenomenologist Merleau-Ponty in The Primacy of Perception articulates that the lived
perspective, that which we actually perceive, is not a geometric or photographic one.
Once these unique factors pertaining to Vision-Space have been quantified and understood it’s
then possible to restructure information display to radically improve our psychological response to
stimuli in terms of spatial awareness, task performance and speed of comprehension. VisionSpace points the way to fully immersive information display systems. In addition to enhanced
saliency Vision-space will significantly reduce rendering times in computer graphics and eventually
has the capacity to reduce bandwidth. More importantly understanding the structure and dynamic
of visual perception will indicate to us what’s involved in us being objective. Vision-Space deals
directly with the perceivers share.

Parallel processing of independent data potentials
There are many facets to the generation of Vision-Space media. For example, the composition of
phenomenal field changes with our (the perceivers) intent in the world. Broadly speaking the
system identifies that central vision is dominated by an entirely different data-set to that of
peripheral vision. It’s meaningful to consider these data-potentials, their segmentation and
subsequent development to cue status as being independent systems requiring parallel processing
generating component elements to the controlled hallucination of vision contributing specific orders
of visual cue. These then have to be mediated and cascaded together to form various
compositions of phenomenal field based on our intent in the world. In important ways, these cues
work to reinforce one other. Under these terms what is thought of, as peripheral vision is not a
degraded form of central vision but a highly specialised system of spatial awareness providing
essential proximity cues. Peripheral vision functions as a radial ‘field’ set out from fixation into
10

The so-called deformations in visual art show us flashes of perceptual structure (John Jupe - Jan Koenderink ran an official satellite
event as part of the European Conference on Visual Perception (ECVP) in Glasgow in 2002 where these images were first discussed).
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which we (the perceiver) are always factored. This system can be characterised as providing most
of the information pertaining to ‘where’ things are in the world and how we are factored into this
arrangement. This form of spatial awareness is performed ‘in time’.

Fig 5. Painting with screen by the author – The radial field data-set articulated by size of brush mark increasing from fixation in x,y &x
dimensions

In contrast, within central vision we contemplate objective form deriving most of our awareness
relating to ‘what’ we are attending to. We contemplate objective form ‘over time’.

Fig 6. Still life with Aloe Vera by author – Fixation on the centre of the plant

Attention in central vision builds through multiple fixations whereas attention in peripheral vision is
in a constant state of being, it is alert to change of state within the field at all times providing us
with an ‘implicit’ form of spatial awareness.
Consequently, as soon as we fixate on an object as we enter a room we attain spatial awareness
proximal to the fixation point, awareness is instantaneous. Spatial context and proximal awareness
in peripheral vision do not resemble functions apparent in central vision; either the accumulative
process of building up occlusion cues to establish order through depth or the modulation of data
sets establishing awareness of objective form. These processes would be many orders of
magnitude too slow and too computationally heavy in processing terms to deliver the required
assessments leading to pre-emptive action or anticipation. Indeed, the structural complexity of the
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light input to the eyes is thought to be of the order of 10 to the power 8-9 bits per second whereas
the structure complexity of visual perception is considered to be around 100 bits per second. We
appear to have a capacity to efficiently penetrate a complex data potential where the computational
process is likely to be of a different order to that taking place in central vision (reliant on level of
detail – LoD). This spatially implicit data-potential appears to be directly unfolded from the light
array and not requiring conceptual build. Important as it is, the process of detailed analysis of
objective form in central vision accounts for only around ten percent of phenomenal field but a
disproportionately high degree of cortical activity. Given the systems involved in the rendering of
Vision-Space images and their self-similar algorithmic structures it’s likely that the computation
processes involved in establishing the efficiency of field awareness in peripheral vision will be
fractal in nature and unfolded from what has to date be dismissed as noise.
“Anatomical and physiological evidence shows that the primate visual brain consists of many
distributed processing systems, acting in parallel. Psychophysical studies show that the activity in
each of the parallel systems reaches its perceptual end-point at a different time, thus leading to a
perceptual asynchrony in vision. This, together with clinical and human imaging evidence,
suggests strongly that the processing systems are also perceptual systems and that the different
processing perceptual systems can act more or less autonomously.”
(The autonomy of the visual systems and the modularity of conscious vision. S. Zeki and A. Bartels: Wellcome Department of Cognitive
Neurology, University College London, London)

Fig 7. Pine tree near Aix en Provence,
1995-97, Paul Cézanne, Oil on canvas,
the Hermitage, St Petersburg, Russia
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Fig 8. The armature of phenomenal field

Fig 9. Still Life with screen, with the armature of phenomenal field superimposed
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Visual pathways and the function of the superior colliculus
The two visual pathways (ventral and dorsal) originating at the retina have been ascribed a ‘what’
and ‘where’ characterisation respectively by M. Minshkin and L. Ungerleider as long ago as 19823.11 The visual artist has talked about ‘object’ in ‘space’ for a lot longer than that! Notice that in
vision we can attain some understanding of what’s in the world from peripheral vision but it’s
obviously not its dedicated specialism, hence the segregation of many perceptual functions remain
just characterisations. This is not to say that the definitions are ‘blurred’ and lacking veracity. The
systems are interwoven and can form considerations and contributions that lie outside their
principle specialisms. Vision-Space identifies that peripheral vision provides a simultaneous field of
proximal spatial awareness identifying where we (the perceiver) are in relation to the object in
fixation and where other objects are within the field of view in relation to the object held in fixation.
This awareness is instantaneous, it’s implied within the very structure of its presentation reflecting
its pre-cognitive and pre-conceptual nature and function in vision. Also note that any movement
through the spatial field will trigger a clear awareness of change of spatial state. There is a unique
type of attention in peripheral vision that in terms of the communication of spatial awareness is
‘prior to’ the form of attention operational in central vision and largely subconscious or covert in
nature. Without this capability we would not know what to attend to next with central vision or be
able to guide ‘overt’ mechanisms such as the pre-setting of the focal length of the lens prior to the
ballistic process of saccadic eye movement. We generate a form of implicit spatial awareness via a
simultaneously understood field set out from a selected fixation into which we (the perceiver) are
factored. This system affords us apparent ‘predictive capabilities’ including some capacity to
anticipate movement/trajectory of objects through space. The suggestion is that this highly
specialised capability could not result from a visual process akin to the fundamentals of optical
projection.12 Appreciation of the spatial relationships within the environment could also not be
generated internally as a by-product of visual processes; the raw data potential must derive in part
from the light array emanating from the real setting. We suggest that this field awareness is
primarily responsible for our sense of embodiment and the phenomenological nature of the
relationship we form with the real – reality.
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Minskin, M., Ungerleider, L., & Macko, K. (1993) Object vision and spatial vision: Two cortical pathways. Trends in Neuroscience, 6,
414-417; Minskin, M., Ungerleider, L. Two Cortical Visual Systems. MIT Press, 1982, 549-586
The rectilinear propagation of light
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Fig 10. Vision-Space out-frames from postproduction tool
a. Fixation on the stone above the fireplace with drink can in peripheral field
b. Fixation moves to the can in mid air after being thrown towards the observer
c. Fixation still on the can as the hand of the observer moves to perform the catch
sequence
© 2013
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Fig 11. Self portrait, 1889
Van Gogh, Oil on canvas,
Musée d'Orsay, Paris

Fig 12. Self Reference Self Portrait,
John Jupe, Oil on canvas,
Private Collection, UK

Recent research13 has identified that retinal ganglion cells are firing in correlation (synchronous
firing) and that the impulses are sending ‘phase like’ data to the brain. It has still to be proven that
this second type of impulse constitutes a separate order of information potential14 but it remains
unknown what contribution it’s making to our sense of vision. It is also understood that the phase
like data potential is associated with the observed ‘dark light’ and ‘dark noise’15 that mediates
receptor firing. This indicates that there may be room for a mechanism capable of dealing with light
quanta and initiating decoherence to be on operation.16 This system would need to be capable of
segmenting a duality of data potentials from the incoming light array.
Intuitive assessments17 of phenomenal field imply that there are two independent structures
operational each dependent on individual data potentials derived from the light array. This duality
appears to underpin our perceptual structure containing specialisms that can be associated with
the dual characteristics of the particle and phase potentials of light. This in turn implies that the
retina functions as a ‘converting membrane’ decohering18 the light array thus mediating
transference from a micro scale of operation through to macro (classical) level mechanisms, a
process entailing the preservation of both data potentials within neural circuitry.19 While
decoherence may indicate that quantum processes are not directly involved in signal cascade and
cue development to visual awareness20, the consequences of decoherence with respect to brain
13
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Paintings – the intuitive record of key visual artists such as Chardin, Turner, Degas, Cezanne, Bonnard and the authors work
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Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, The Role of Decoherence in QM. http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/qm-decoherence/
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We would expect a continuous analogue signal to be in operation along side the digital (binary) with a unique neural computational
process involving synthesis and convergence.
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function and the emergence of mind may ‘live’ within us facilitating their mediation within
phenomenal field21.
The data-potentials break out in terms of perception pathways broadly as follows;
• Firstly a holistic and implicit form of spatial awareness generating proximity and orientation
cues, with motion comprehended in flow
• Then a, form, colour and detail explicit take on reality, with space through depth perception
and motion comprehension via tracking
This would entail the retinal membrane segmenting both data potentials from the incoming light
array via receptor specialisms and supporting the subsequent circuitry for their development to a
point where they are independently streamed to individual areas of the brain.

Fig 13. Proposed duality associated with the visual pathways

As yet there are no cameras designed to function in a way commensurate with the eye or that are
linked up to processors capable of modelling perceptual structure from that input data. Intuitive
records of experiential encounters identify a field like capability as an integral facet of visual
awareness and we certainly appear to move around and navigate our environment as though such
a structure were operational. Robotic vision struggles to achieve anything like the capabilities we
appreciate every waking moment without a second thought. Vision-Space media replicates this
intuitively appreciated spatial field and initial psychophysical results appear to be providing the
evidence that Vision-Space media modelled on these structures is generating the additional levels
of awareness in participants.22 We maintain that Vision-Space is modelling visual awareness.

21

We would suggest that the ‘field’ data-set underpins multi senses integration (including audition). This in turn suggests that
decoherence is key to play a key role in biological function.
M. Tegmark (1999) The Importance of Quantum Decoherence in Brain Processes
22
Joe Baldwin, Research Assistant, Cardiff Metropolitan University. A Likert scale allowed the experiential response to stimuli to be
documented in the areas of directional focus, object proximity, observer relation and immediate 3D. Preliminary results clearly favour VS
over normal 2D media in the four areas tested. In particular, the inclusion of VS significantly enhances observer immersion in 2D media.
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Fig 14. The Evolution of the Eye, Wikipedia commons

If we follow the evolution of the eye starting from a near flat set of receptors in the limpet to the
increasing curved nature of the photoreceptor layer into a ‘pit’ or ‘eye cup’ through to a chamber to
the final structure of the spherical eyeball with a lens, it would appear to be logical that the implicit
‘where’ evolved well in advance of the macular ‘what’. This implies that we should look for the
generation of field awareness within the older brain structures. The superior colliculus could well
provide the answers as to why and how the different ecologies of sound and light when segmented
are actually in the same form for sensory integration and cross modal functions.
“A number of brain regions contain neurons that exhibit both sensory and motor-related properties.
But one area in particular, the superior colliculus, stands out in providing an opportunity to
investigate how, within a single brain structure, signals from the different senses are combined and
used to guide adaptive motor response.” 23
Vision-Space would suggest that the cues developed through visual process need to be posted
into the perceptual structure being generated by the perceiver24 the fundamentals of this
perceptual structure would be largely the consequence of dealing with the onset of the individual
data potentials within the light array.25 This specialist set of circumstances involving the real
setting, light, the decohering retina and visual process, raises potentially serious issues with
respect to the time we are all spending in the developed world immersed in information display
systems that run counter to our natural perceptual processes. The illusionary space we are
immersed in is deficient and could lead to neural redundancy. The suggestion is that there may
well be some link here to over exposure at critical times in brain development and the atypical
perceptual structures associated with ASD related conditions.
“ The significance of aligning maps of space for each of the senses appears to be twofold. Firstly,
the deep superior colliculus neurons that receive converging inputs from different sensory
modalities can exhibit ‘multisensory facilitation’, whereby a response evoked by combining two or
more stimuli (for example, visual and auditory) may be larger than the response to each individual
23

Three passages from: Andrew King: Professor of Neurophysiology, Wellcome Trust Principal Research Fellow. The Superior
Colliculus Current Biology Vol 14 No 9
24
Perceptual structure may well utilise internal biological noise (from synapses etc) as the medium through which noise from external
signal is realised.
25
John Jupe ERA A theoretical proposition for retinal decoherence unfolding a field potential from the light array.
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stimulus and even exceed the sum of those responses. These response enhancements tend to be
particularly marked when the individual sensory stimuli are weak and are observed when those
stimuli are temporally more or less synchronous and originate from the same region of space.
The second advantage of overlapping maps of sensory space is that they mirror the motor
organization of the superior colliculus and so appear to provide a ready means by which different
sensory cues can be transformed into motor commands that effect orienting movements of the
eyes, head and body.
Where issue can be taken with the current descriptions relating to the function of the superior
colliculus is that intuitive study suggests that the mid-brain could be receiving spatial data in the
form of a specialist noise function from which to generate a field potential with an inherent 3D
potential. It is only when this data-potential is given a setting out point via fixation is it possible to
realise or unfold meaningful spatial information. This would suggest that we replace the notion of
us processing, integrating, projecting and interpreting ‘retinotopical maps’ or pictures as we
propagate spatial awareness. It would indicate that the SC integrates inherently 3D data from
different ecologies to form the basis of our perceptual strcuture.26
“…. the overall view of superior colliculus function remains that activation by different sensory
modalities is transformed via a common motor map into commands that result in a change in gaze
direction. Like a camera, the eye forms a map of the visual world on the retina. This map is then
projected to the superior colliculus, where it is coded in retinal coordinates. By contrast, the
location of tactile stimuli is defined with respect to the body surface, whereas a sound source is
localized by comparing the amplitude and timing of the sounds reaching each ear and by sensing
the spectral localization cues produced by the way in which the external ears filter the incoming
sound.”
Fig 15. This is Not a Pipe, (It is just a picture of a pipe),
1968, Magritte, San Francisco Museum of Modern Art,
USA
The phenomenon of vision is not a process of representation or mapping. It’s closer to a controlled
hallucination developing from a streamed cascade of
chaotic input from the light array. Visual process samples,
segments and develops cues that we select dependent on
our intent in the world.

This unfolding of the field data potential taking place in the brain stem structures then accounting
for tectal vision.27 Intuitive observation also establishes that we are able to consciously control the
setting out point of the field potential, it appears to be either set out radially from a designated
fixation (aligning with the focal fixation in central vision responsible for the evaluation of objective
form), or if no fixation is being made with the visual input, set out radially from us (the perceiver) as
the default setting. This second setting out position allows us to ‘rest’ our conscious or overt focus
of attention or to attend to a setting out point within the auditory data potential free from correlation
with the visual input. This field potential is inherently noisy but we ‘use’ this noise and it provides
the instantaneous holistic form spatial awareness so necessary to typical perceptual interaction
within the environment.

26

The current restrictions of data capture devices and associated display technology means that our in initial Vision-Space technology
does at present need to work with the ‘maps and pictures’ they capture. The challenge is how do we break them down and incorporate
the missing data to overcome the inherent limitations they impose.
27
John Jupe ERA A theoretical proposition for retinal decoherence unfolding a field potential from the light array.
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The suggestions are:
• That from the light array we are able to detect a phase based data-potential within which is
embedded spatial information.
• That this noisy ‘field’ potential is responsible for the main component of perceptual structure
providing spatial orientation and the means by which we combine multisensory inputs.
Irrespective of ecology, our senses find comprehension within or in relation to this
precognitive structure.
• That the computational processes involved do not rely on differentiation as for central
vision. The noise potential being passively absorbed by receptors with processing be akin
to synthesis involving convergence. A process where ‘the measurement’ is never made but
from which a form of experience can be derived.
We should not consider the raw phase data from the light array to look like anything the world we
are consciously observing. At the retina there aren’t any ‘pictures’ to seen. The data the noise
carries will only have ‘meaning’ or manifest when we (the perceiver) select a spatial setting out
point and ‘unfold’ the noise data to establish a meaningful field like structure to utilise in visual
cascade.
The initial Vision-Space technology (working with data capture systems that record ‘maps’)
establishes a vector field from which radial depth-maps are generated to distribute the disorder.
Hence, the initial programming architecture ‘illustrates’ perceptual outcomes its does not ‘generate’
them as we are able to from the light array. It essentially ‘fakes’ the effects we derive from the light
array.

Fig 16.
a section: original picture map
b Section: Radial depth-map
c section: Vector field map
d Section: Resulting texture field

It’s this ‘spatial texture field’ together with its associated fixation function that generates the
proximity data and hence delivers a form of ‘implicit’ spatial awareness and orientation cues. We
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would suggest that the superior colliculus possesses the data inputs to formulate something akin to
the mathematical structures of phase space with fixation closer to that of an ‘attractor’ in nature.

Fig 17. Portishead beach by the author – fixation on the head of the girl

The involvement of the superior colliculus in spatial awareness formation together with the other
older brain structures (Thalamic grouping) could also explain the phenomenon of ‘blindsight’. In
these situations individuals (with lesions in cortical areas or in instances where the visual pathways
have been severed beyond the point where they lead to the superior colliculus), are reported
clinically blind but are able to give above chance identification of stimuli presented to them or even
navigate round objects scattered in a corridor. Here, the covert system (retinotectal pathway) of
awareness would still be operational. The study of overt (explicit) and covert (implicit) visual
awareness has been both linked to the two pathways hypothesis and to evidence supporting a
colliculo-pulvinar visual pathway underlying blind sight. (LeDoux 1996; Morris et al., 1999).
Evidence has also been established that this pathway is active even in normally sighted individuals
identifying that important aspects of visual awareness are at least partially non-retinocortical and to
some extent sub-conscious.

ExpD no 3D!
It should be pointed out that this implicit awareness of ‘proximity’ is entirely different to notions of
‘depth’ as applied to 2D (or 3D) media. It is also entirely different to the structure resulting from
optical focus know as ‘depth of field’. The proximity cues of Vision-Space reflect ‘real’ spatial
distances in the physical world and are unrelated to optical distortion due to luminance levels and
aperture settings (the geometry of optics). In addition, the texture field structure of peripheral vision
can be generated from monocular vision alone identifying it as ‘prior to’ any spatial awareness
derived from binocular stereo advantage. Indeed, if we attend to extreme left and right areas of
phenomenal field we are well aware of ‘where’ objects are even though the other eye can be
making no contribution through disparity.
Binocular advantage (binocular disparity) in our sense of vision is well known but actually how this
advantage manifests itself with phenomenal field along with the process that underlie it are not. It is
safe to assume that binocular fusion doesn’t take place in vision because there aren’t any ‘pictures’
to be called up by the perceiver to fuse and because ‘fusion’ effects can’t be detected
experientially. If you shut one eye and then open both, the scene does not ‘pop out’ at you as it
does at the cinema but it’s easy to establish the evidence of disparity. Perhaps this is why the
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associated technology developed specifically to engineer 3D from 2D pictures makes us feel
unwell and seems more like an applied effect than representational of visual awareness? The
reason why current 3D technology doesn’t really catch on as an aid to communication is because it
has next to nothing to do with vision, how we perceive of the world or interact with it?
Instead the intuitive study of the phenomenon of vision reveals that we both alternate (outside
macular vision) and modulate (in macular vision) data potentials from each eye through time - see
Figs 8&9. The binocular advantage does not arise from ‘pictures’ being ‘fused’ but by the
imperceptible exchange of information over time within specific areas of phenomenal field and
according to specific patterns. We contemplate objective form and assemble the impression
abstracted from the ‘present time’ being monitored in peripheral vision. Once these processes and
data-sets are correctly presented with visual media the impression of an experiential encounter
with the world can be engendered between the presentation and the perceiver - see Fig 18.

Fig 18. Out frame from the can test movie with the stereo functionality © 2013
Vision-Space moving image media can be viewed at www.pacentre.org

We (the perceiver) are not just factored into the presentation through the spatial texture field; we
are also presented with the appropriate alternation and modulation of data-sets within the stereo
zone befitting the task being undertaken. These are ostensibly phenomenological factors in that
they relate to the structure generated by the perceiver and intent of the perceiver with respect to
the environment. Through careful articulation of phenomenal field we can correctly articulate
aspects relating to the ‘perceivers share’ taking the suspension disbelief in the illusion of space to
another level. Vision-Space provides the illusive ‘being there’ factor, by articulating aspects
pertaining to the ‘perceivers share’. However, it should be acknowledged that Vision-Space
represents an entirely new form of illusionary space it’s not an extension to 2D or 3D picture space.
It is not an attempt to make ‘pictures’ 3D. Vision-Space replaces the optical structure of pictures
with that of perceptual structure together with the facility to entangle the intent of the perceiver.
Vision-Space charts the experiential dimension, its ExpD.

What’s involved in us being objective?
The stimuli Vision-Space technology produces software are only starting to provide statistical
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verification for some of the propositions that lie at its core. However, to take this to the next level
we require an evolutionary step forwards in our programming architecture where we can start to
look at the processes involved in generating Vision-Space from the light array instead of merely
illustrating perceptual outcomes. If we can approach these issues then we will be in control of a
technology capable of addressing the main proposition. Answering these questions should enable
us to apply the insights to observations being made at all scales. Vision-Space theory requires that
light carries two distinct data potentials to the retina and that decoherence preserves both for
independent processing.28 One of these data potentials requires differentiation and the other
synthesis. The case has to be made for us to consider seriously a physical ‘duality’ behind the
wave and particle data potentials as opposed to them being merely ‘complementary’ and beyond
meaningful discussion outside theoretical physics and philosophy.29 They are manifesting within
phenomenal field and form the basis of our perceptual structure. Some support for the requirement
for us to consider that the wave form is distinct to the particle form and could therefor be
performing an independent function in vision has recently been articulated by Matthew Pusey,
Terry Rudolph at Imperial College, London and Jonathan Barret Royal Holloway, London. Their
work seems to indicate that the wave function cannot be abstracted as a convenient mathematical
device permitting outcomes that agree to predictions. The distinction has to be a ‘reality’ as real as
a magnetic field and therefor part of a duality we encounter within our universe.30 Vision-Space
came about in part from the theory making the case for duality, the philosophical debate
surrounding it and its pertinence to visual perception and perceptual structure. It suggests that we
need to understand fully the function of the retinal membrane, its receptors and circuitry. Not just in
terms of human physiology but also of other animals including the robin’s where it is proposed that
entangled quantum states are used to achieve sensitivity to the Earth’s magnetic field assisting in
navigation tasks.

Fig 19. Self-portraits by the author

28
29
30

John Jupe ERA A theoretical proposition for retinal decoherence unfolding a field potential from the light array.
John Jupe Having the Courage of Your Perceptions ISBN 978-0-9551535-1-8 2005 (revised 2013).
Nature Physics: On the reality of the quantum state - Matthew F. Pusey, Jonathan Barrett & Terry Rudolph
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With respect to Neuropsychology the base level orientation cues involved in human visual
perception would appear broadly overlay the characteristics identified for the left and right
hemisphere ‘realities’ and how they manifest via their independent forms of attention and
awareness into experiential reality. Iain McGilchrist in The Master and his Emissary identifies
another set of characterisations where the left hemisphere is dependent on denotative language
and abstraction, yields clarity and power to manipulate things that are known, fixed, static, isolated,
decontextualised, disembodied, is general in nature but ultimately lifeless; it deals with explicit side
of reality. The right hemisphere yields a world of changing, evolving, interconnected, living beings
within the context of the lived world but in the nature of things is never fully graspable, always
imperfectly known; it is implicit. The implicit 'take' on reality can be associated with the function and
characteristics of the field potential and the explicit 'take' with those taking place within central
vision. In central vision the motion of objects are tracked through space where in the implicit 'take'
of peripheral vision movement is understood in flow and in time and across the simultaneously
understood field. Explicit and implicit 'takes' on physical reality segmented and developed from the
light array are realised independently but both are required to develop our specialised relationship
with the real. Together they provide the basis for our capacity for phenomenological development
and the specialist way we are embedded within the universe. Their independence of function
requires the mind to cascade them together in specialised sequences, a process that one
understood takes us closer to an awareness of the reality of duality. It is this understanding derived
from mediating the various ‘takes’ we generate of the physical scene that ensures that meditative
contemplation on the nature of reality mirrors the scientific appreciation of quantum reality. The
impression that the correct cascade of the dual data formations delivers to us is one of unity. Its
very difficult to detect and perceive the artefacts of the processes involved.
It is counter productive if not meaningless to attempt to take us (the sentient being) out of an act of
observation. 3rd party observation is not on its own, capable of delivering an understanding of the
physical reality underpinning our universe. Not everything in the universe is open to direct
investigation and explicit measurement. We need to understand and then deploy what we know
about the nature of objectivity.

Mind-body and instrumentation
So this would appear to lead us to further consider the relationship between mind and body and
embodiment in general. The Vision-Space argument runs along the following lines. The physical
world is out there. Yes, we understand that it’s made from atoms and molecules that are
themselves made from micro particles that can be described as fields, but it’s out there.
Consequently, there is also a macro/macro divide, there is a membrane that runs through all
things. As such, we as macro bodies are brought raw data about the macro physical real settings
by light operating at the micro scale. There is a miss match here, hence the data received
pertaining to the real setting is essentially indirect requiring interpretation. This ‘process’ of
conveyance of data produces a duality of data potentials that’s de-cohered and segmented from
the light array and then streamed as two classical scale data potentials within in the visual system.
One of these characterised by active differentiation capable of measurement the other by passive
synthesis to be present only. From this situation onwards (from the retinal membrane spanning the
micro/macro divide) we have two neural pathways with independent processing channels, probably
operating in accordance with classical physics, generating cue structures (what and where) that
have to be ‘managed’ and cascaded in sequences according to the intent the perceiving organism
has within the environment. This management system has to deal with the implications of the
micro/macro divide and as a consequence develops along proxy quantum mechanical lines. It has
to ‘present’ the physical macro world to us from the dualistic point of view reflecting the relationship
that light (EMR) has with the macro special context. It can only afford us as macro bodies the micro
impressions of, or ‘takes’ on, the real setting it has embedded within it. Hence perceptual structure
becomes complex and composite with phenomenal field becoming watermarked with these
process driven artefacts.
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Fig 20. Phenomenal field becomes a mediated composite

Visual artists record artefacts appearing within phenomenal field intuitively, the so-called
deformations giving us flashes of perceptual structure that increase the saliency of the work
(stimuli).

Fig 21. Arial still life study by author
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Fig 22. Horizontal still life study by author

The management system of mind operates as though it was in the micro state, even through it’s
generated by a macro biological system attempting to orientate and interact with physical space.
The function of mind should be considered to be quantum mechanical by proxy? It’s the
performance of the proxy delivery system that leads some to consider that the world of physical
objects presented to us must be aligned with the micro state and therefor that nothing exists except
the mental state of mind, ie, that its mind that generating reality. A position consistent with
solipsism doesn’t acknowledge the duality inherent the constitution of the perceiver generating the
impression of physical objects within the real setting. This position doesn’t consider the physics
involved at the retinal membrane and that neural processes should be thought of as conforming to
classical physics.
We can now perhaps reverse apply this set of realisations as we attempt to observe through our
mechanical devices (telescopes and accelerators) the micro condition as macro bodies. If we
assume direct objectivity (3rd party observation) the same order of miss-match occurs but in
reverse. The assumption here being that the machine observes and we defer the action of
observation to the machine. The machine doesn’t engage with or engender the phase aspect of
the event. The influence and significance of the retinal membrane is once again overlooked. We
have to understand and respect the micro/macro divide and the impact that has on our ability to be
objective about the results of even our most highly accurate machines. Increased accuracy will not
lead to its manifestation, as reality be entirely accessed through differentiation or measurement. As
perceivers of an event on a terrestrial macro scale we are nonetheless manifesting impressions
reliant on micro scale activity. Observation requires both ‘takes on reality’ to manifest our
relationship with the real. Our instrumentation either needs to do the same or we need to be aware
of the shortfall. We generate our observations where as our instrumentation simply records what it
has been designed to record. These records are not ‘real’ to us. They do not deliver ‘reality’ and we
should expect to encounter paradox if we assume that they do and persist with acceptance of the
virtual reality they deliver.
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Fig 23. The suggestion is that photons belong to the dark matter set (non baryonic matter) but having a limited interaction with ordinary
matter

Fig 24. This suggests that the macro/micro divide represents a fundamental duality within and throughout our universe
The nature of the experiment affects our orientation to the event undergoing measurement. The results obtained with either have a
direct or indirect status or ‘meaning’. The instrument is not being objective – we have to impose that objectivity upon the results to obtain
a relationship with the real.
a) Orientation of the experimenter and apparatus is outside the context in which the experiment is being conducted
b) Orientation of the experimenter is outside the context in which the experiment, including functional aspects of the apparatus is
being conducted

With light firing up our perceptual structure we (mind and body) reflect and embody the duality
within the universe. As light is decohered so we become mentally decohered, becoming composite
and reliant on both explicit and implicit processing! Given the factors involved we should be
surprise if it were otherwise? If we take up instrumentation and traverse the macro/macro divide we
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should expect issues. We would either become indirectly or directly related to the situation under
investigation. The exact status is dependent on how the experiment was set up, this establishing
our orientation with respect to it and the resulting recorded. How the experiment is set up dictates
the ‘meaning’ or ‘possible interpretation’ we can take from the results. Results obtained have two
potential meanings for us as de-cohered entities. We need to ‘make, create’ reality from them.
Unless we understand and account for our make up and orientation with respect to the situation as
well as the machine’s, the records will be to some extent misleading or appear paradoxical. Our
approach to the act of observation is critical to the result. We (as sentient observers) don’t change
the outcome of the experiment by looking at it, the result of the experiment has meaning in two
separate contexts for us as we are part of the duality we encounter in these circumstances. We
find the true nature of ourselves in the experimentation as we do when we break into the visual
percept and make intuitive records of the encounter. There is nothing more fundamental than this
understanding? Perceptual structure informs us as to how to go about being objective at any scale.
As we look back through time to the big bang (an observation of an event) exactly the same
conditions apply. The “no boundary proposal” of Stephen Hawking, James Hartle, Neil Turok,
places time now as the beginning and traces back towards the big bang. This approach effectively
factors us (the perceiver) back into the equation. Where we are matters, how we think about
ourselves and consider time ‘now’ with respect to any event matters. We need to understand the
terms of our location within the duality of the universe and what that means as much as we need to
consider the situation under observation. How we see the start of the universe at this moment in
time will differ to how we encounter it next year, next millennium, in just the same way as ‘how’ we
look at and perceive of the Roman Empire changes from one decade to the next. We will never get
back there but we will constantly ‘modulate’ the takes we can glean of that reality from the various
sources and based on who we are now we will take an informed view. In this way history and the
past live within us and we can’t be separated from the observation. In just the same way the
inflation period will need to be modulated with all the probable possibilities if conditions at the Big
Bang are to be ‘encountered’. We will never have more than a relationship with the event.
The juxtaposition of these two images might seem pointless, even facile. However they are both
acts of observation and the same terms apply. They have more in common that you might like to
consider once you have seen through the content to perceive the mechanism behind the
presentation that constitutes the observation? There is a spatial texture implicit to both.

Fig 25.
a) A Vision Space medical imaging shot (fixation is on the end of the probe)
b) An indicative graphic illustration from Bang Goes the Theory New Scientist 30 June 2012 (fixation in on red dot BB)
newscientist.com.
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The Invitation ....
For all of this supposition to take on a form whereby science can look to investigate and either
discount or add value to the formation of a real-time Vision-Space programming architecture there
are any number of significant hurdles beyond the very real ones technical ones involved in
generating the key structures from optic flow. Very few scientists will be willing to entertain for
example, the new ontology of the experiential identifying that vision and observation are ‘prior to’
science, beyond its reach to ultimately define while being capable and required to evaluate
outcomes from a system reflecting the realities of experientially encounter. While this may seem a
matter confined to philosophy there are very real consequences if we continue to ‘avoid’ it.
The abridged quote from Prof Jan Koenderink a leading vision scientist working at this level of
realisation carefully ascribes individual meaning to words that are used interchangeably in common
vernacular, pictures and images (page 5).
For example, most of the psychophysical data relating to face recognition is based around
experimentation where subjects are exposed to grey-sale photographic pictures of faces! These
stimuli do not present faces as they are perceived from real encounters with a face, so what value
the records obtained? Experiments capturing data from subjects exposed to photographic stimuli
have built in predetermined outcomes just as they are built into the very mechanism and function of
the camera. Their use without corrective insight will inevitably lead to compromised/ misleading
results and apparent complexity with little hope of clarity. These issues scale! Is that also true of
our ‘pictures’ of the cosmos? The media will act as a filter cutting out crucial data from entering the
system of observation.
The consequences of assuming ‘objectivity’ in experimentation and hence obviating any chance of
engaging with one ‘take’ on reality are as ubiquitous in science as is the depiction of these
influences of ‘field’ within visual art! The storm is the means through which Turner depicts the
medium of perceptual space.

Fig 26.
JMW Turner Boat in a Storm, Oil
on canvas, Tate Gallery,
London, UK

There is little point in exposing retinal tissue to film stock or pulses from a photon-firing device
unless you want to know what the retina does with that type of specialised artificial light input. Yes,
you with provoke differentiation but like as not inhibit the aspects relating to synthesis as that
component within the stimulus is missing. In the same way there is also probably little point in
flattening out sections of the retina to perform experimentation when the eye has evolved a
spherical geometry. The structure of the retina and the way light falls upon it is likely to be
important to the inducement of correlated firing patterns amongst cell populations and their
convergence within neural networks. In the same way, there will be little point in looking too closely
at brain scans if the subject is exposed to picture stimuli and even if subjects are looking at real
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settings or ‘images’ then it will need to be broadly understood whether what is seen by the subject
is related to the formation of spatial awareness or objective form. How are the two forms of
attention involved in vision going to be addressed and monitored in experimentation? It will also be
necessary to understand what the ‘intent’ of the observer was at the time the record was made. To
what does the record apply and what therefor does the record mean? None of this is
unsurpassable but it still implies that science acknowledges the correct ontology if it is to correctly
account for the perceiver’s share and the nature of observation. The point is; the philosophy
matters! Neuro-phenomenology needs to come of age and one way to achieve that is to develop
the Vision-Space system of representation to the point where its understood to be meaningful to
deploy its output as stimuli in place of the photograph in such experimentation.

Fig 27.
Ce n'est pas un visage!
Chanel Original advert copyright position
unknown
Below: Vision-Space transformation of
Chanel advert (fixation on the right eye)
Modigliani Bust of a Woman (fixation on
the mouth?)
Vision-Space transformation of Chanel
advert (fixation on the mouth)

!
!
We should not be looking to remove ourselves from of the act of observation. We should not even
be looking to ‘clean’ the signal to enable greater accuracy! We should be looking very closely at
what can be extracted from noise via synthesis. Until we understand the basics of phenomenal
field we should be suspicious of any model of reality or approach to reality that is not in part
subjective. Reality occurs to us and not our instrumentations. If we persist we are simply either not
being objective or limiting our relationship with what’s under investigation – the nature of reality.
We create the mathematical expression ‘i’ (complex numbers) because our explicit approach to the
nature of reality is insufficient. ‘i’ pertains to by default what’s missing, ‘i’ relates to us?
“All knowledge has its origins in perception.” Da Vinci.
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Fig 28. Nelson Mandela by the author 2014

John Jupe Artist and researcher 2014
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